Chapter One

February 1399: Westminster Palace

‘Entertain us, sir.’
Since my invitation caused Friar John Depyng to step aside in
a display of speed impressive for so corpulent a figure, I smiled
a brief show of teeth to soften my command. ‘If it please you,
sir. We desire to take a glimpse into the future.’
Friar John, not won over to any degree, dared to scowl.
‘Divination is not for entertainment, my lady.’
Unperturbed, my brother Edward, forcefully large, grasped
his elbow and drew him along with us. ‘You would not wish to
refuse us. It would displease the King if your being disobliging
happened, by chance, to come to his ear.’
The quality of Edward’s smile lit fear in the cleric’s eyes.
At my behest, we were borrowing Friar John, one of King
Richard’s favourite preachers who had the gift of soothsaying,
to while away an otherwise tedious hour after supper. Weary as
we were of the minstrels and disguisers, my two brothers and
my husband were not averse to humouring me, for here was a
man famed for his prophecy. Was he not held in high regard
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by our cousin King Richard? Why not allow him to paint for
us the future? I had said. All was in hand for the campaign
against the treacherous Irish, waiting only on the King’s final
command for embarkation. Why not enjoy our victory before
it was even won?
We took occupation of a chill room in the Palace of
Westminster, a room that looked as if it had once stored armaments but was now empty, save for stools and a crude slab of a
table more fitting for some usage in King Richard’s kitchens.
‘Tell us what you see of the future,’ I demanded as soon as
the door was closed, lifting the purse at my girdle so that it
chinked with coin.
Yet still Friar John looked askance at me and my companions:
my brothers Edward and Dickon, and Thomas my husband.
‘I will not,’ Friar John said. He lowered his voice. ‘It is
dangerous.’ He glanced at the closed door, through which there
was no immediate escape.
‘You will. I am Constance Despenser, Countess of Gloucester.
I know that you will not refuse me.’
‘I know full well who you are, my lady.’
I pushed him gently to a stool, with a little weight on each
shoulder to make him sit, which he did with a sigh while I leaned
to whisper in his ear, the veils, attached with jewelled clasps to my
silk chaplet, fluttering seductively. ‘We will reward you, of course.’
‘He’s naught but a cheap fortune teller.’ Thomas drew up a
stool with one foot and sank onto it. ‘A charlatan who would
tell any tale for a purse of gold.’
I did not even grace Thomas with a glance; to mock our
captive priest would not warm him to our purpose. ‘The King
goes to Ireland,’ I said. ‘Tell us of his good fortune. And ours.’
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‘But not if you see my death,’ Edward grinned. ‘If you do,
I expect you to lie about it.’
I passed a coin to Friar John who, suitably intimidated, took
from a concealment in his sleeve two golden dice, placing them
on the uneven surface of the table.
‘I like not dice prophecy,’ Thomas growled.
But Friar John, now in his métier and with the prospect
of further coin, was confident. ‘It is what I have used to give
the King a view of the coming days, my lord.’ Picking up the
dice, with an expert turn of the wrist he threw them. They
fell, rolled and halted to show a six and a six.
‘Is that good?’ Dickon asked, leaning his weight on the table
so that it rocked on the uneven floor, until I pushed him away.
He was Richard of Conisbrough when formality ruled, which
was not often in this company. He was my younger brother
by at least ten years.
‘Too good to be true.’ Thomas was scowling. ‘I recall the
King had a pair of loaded dice, a gift when he was a child, so
he could never lose. Until his friends refused to gamble with
him. They were gold too.’
Friar John shook his head in denial, but more in arrogance.
‘There is no sleight of hand here, my lord. This is the most
advantageous throw of all. The number six stands for our lord
the King himself. It indicates his strength. This shows us that
England is a paradise of royal power.’
‘Excellent!’ Edward said, arms folded across this chest.
‘Throw again.’
Friar John threw again. Each one of the die fell to reveal a
single mark.
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‘Is this dangerous?’ I asked. ‘Does this single mark then deny
the royal power?’
‘Not so, my lady. This means unity. There is no threat
against our King.’
‘None of this has any meaning!’ Thomas slouched on his
stool, his chin on his folded hands, his solid brows meeting
above a masterful nose, marring what might have been handsome if heavy features. ‘I swear it’s all a mockery. Don’t pay him.’
‘Again,’ I said. ‘One more time.’
Another throw of the dice to show a three and a three. Friar
John beamed. ‘Excellent: the Trinity. And three is half of six. So
to add them – three and three – means that the King remains
secure. The campaign in Ireland will bring nothing but good.’
He collected the dice into the palm of his hand and made
as if to secrete them once more into his sleeve, relief flitting
across his face.
‘Not yet.’ I covered his hand with mine, for here, to my
mind, was the true purpose of this venture. ‘Now throw the
dice for us. What will our future hold?’
With a shrug, he threw again. A two and a three. The three
was the first to be revealed, then the two to fall alongside. From
Friar John there was a long intake of breath.
‘What is it?’ Edward demanded. ‘Don’t stop now . . .’
‘When two overcomes three, all is lost.’ The friar let the
words fall from his tongue in a turbulence, with no attempt to
hide his dismay. ‘When two overcomes three, disaster looms.
Two reveals disunity. Disunity threatens the King. It threatens
peace. It is necessary to unite behind the King to prevent so
critical an attack on the peace of the realm. Sometimes it is
necessary . . .’
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He swallowed, his words at last faltering.
‘Sometimes what?’ I saw Edward’s fingers tighten into talons
on our friar’s shoulder.
Friar John looked up into his face. ‘Sometimes it means
that the King is unable to hold the realm in peace, my lord. It
means that the lords of the realm must unite to choose a new
King. One more fit for the task.’
‘But we don’t need a new King,’ I said. ‘We are content with
the one we have. We will unite behind King Richard to . . .’
Thomas pushed himself to his feet with a clatter as the stool
fell over. ‘Is that it? Is that all you see? It makes no sense.’
Needing the answer, reluctant that Thomas should break
up the meeting, I grasped his arm. ‘Does seeing it make it so,
sir? Is this what will occur? Disunity?’
‘No, my lady. Not necessarily . . .’
‘So it is all nonsense. As I said.’ Thomas, freeing himself, was
already halfway to the door. ‘Pay him what you think he’s worth
and let’s get out of here. It’s cold enough to freeze my balls.’
His crudity did not move me. I had seen the anxiety in
Friar John’s eye. But before I could question him further: ‘Do
you see me in the fall of the dice, Master Friar?’ Dickon asked.
‘I see no faces, no names, sir. That is not the role of the dice.’
‘Then where will you see me?’
Friar John was unwilling to be drawn by a question from a
mere youth, not yet grown into his full height or his wits. ‘I
cannot say. I might see it in a cup of wine, but there is none
here to be had.’
He looked hopeful, but indeed there was nothing of comfort
in the room, except the heavily chased silver vessel that Thomas
had brought with him.
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‘Then you can take yourself off, Master Dissembler. You’ll
get no more from us, neither coin nor wine.’ Thomas held the
door open for him.
But Friar John was staring at his hands, laid flat against the
wood, fingers spread. His eyes stared as if transfixed by some
thought that had lodged in his mind.
‘What is it, man?’ Edward asked.
The tip of the soothsayer’s tongue passed over his lips, and
his voice fell as if chanting a psalm at Vespers, except that this
was no religious comfort.
‘When a raven shall build in a stone lion’s mouth
On the church top beside the grey forest,
Then shall a King of England be drove from his crown
And return no more.’
A little beat of silence fell amongst us. Until Dickon laughed.
‘Do we have to kill every church-nesting raven, then, to save
King Richard’s crown?’
Friar John blinked, looked horrified. ‘Did I say that? It is
treason.’
‘No, it is not,’ I assured, hoping to get more from him before
he fled. ‘Just a verse that came into your head from some old
ballad from the north.’ I pushed Thomas’s abandoned cup in
his direction.
Friar John drank the contents in two gulps, wiping his
mouth with his hand, and when we made no move to prevent
him, he left in a portly swirl of black robes. He forgot to take
the dice with him.
‘Well! What do we make of all that?’ I asked. A sharp sense
of disquiet had pervaded the room, as if we had stirred up
something noxious.
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‘I have no belief in such things,’ Edward replied. ‘Do we
not make our own destiny?’
I could not be so dispassionate. ‘Cousin Richard has opened
the doors of power for us. It will not be to our advantage for
that power to be threatened.’
The Friar’s uneasy prediction was not what I had wanted to
hear. We had been given a warning, enough to get under the
skin like a winter itch.
‘Do you want my prophecy, sister?’ Edward was irresponsibly
confident. ‘Without any need for golden dice, I say all will be
well. I say we will return from Ireland with music and rejoicing.
To whom will Richard apportion land in Ireland once it has
fallen to him? I doubt we will be overlooked.’
‘And our authority will be greater than ever,’ Thomas concurred. ‘Let’s get out of here and find some good company.’
Edward punched Dickon on the shoulder. ‘And if we see a
raven nesting near a grey forest, we set Dickon here to kill it.’
We laughed. Our tame soothsayer was indeed a mountebank, yet a discomfort remained with me beneath the laughter.
Friar John had been disturbed. It had been no deliberately false
reading. And to what purpose would it have been, to prophesy
unrest and upheaval? There had been terror in his flight.
I scooped up the dice that the magician had left behind,
before Edward could take possession. Out of cursory interest,
I threw them, without skill. A three and then, a moment later
as the second die fell, a two. The three overcome by the two.
A warning? But to whom? I had no power to read the future.
I kept in step with Edward and Dickon as we strolled back to
the Court festivities where the practised voices of the minstrels
could be heard in enthusiastic harmony.
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‘Did you learn what it was that you wished to learn?’ Edward
asked.
I avoided his speculative glance. ‘I do not know that I wished
to learn anything.’
‘Oh, I think you did. It was not merely a frivolous entertainment, was it? It was all your idea.’
I smiled, offering nothing, uncomfortable at his reading of
my intention. I had learned nothing for my peace of mind but
I would keep my own counsel, Edward being too keen to use
information, even that given privately, to further his own ends.
Not that there was anything for me to admit. As a family we
were at the supreme apex of our powers. I merely wished to
know that it would stay that way. Now I was unsure.
‘Give me the dice,’ Edward said, holding out his hand.
‘I will not,’ I replied, ‘since you have no belief in their
efficacy.’
I would keep them. I abandoned my brothers when Edward
lingered to demonstrate for Dickon a particular attack and feint
with an imaginary sword, their breathless shouts and thud of
feet gradually fading behind me.
Thomas had not waited for me.
Since there was nothing new in this, it barely caught my
attention.
Early June 1399: Westminster Palace

At last the campaign was under way; King Richard was leaving
for Ireland where he would land in Waterford and impose
English rule on the recalcitrant tribes. It was an auspicious
day, and as if Richard had summoned God’s blessing, jewels
and armour and horse-harness glittered and gleamed in the
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full brightness of a cloudless sun. An accommodating breeze
lifted the banners of the magnates who accompanied him so
that the appliquéd motifs and heraldic goldwork rippled and
danced. As did my heart, rejoicing at this creation of majesty
on the move, as I stood on the waterfront to bid them farewell
and Godspeed. Richard’s previous invasion, four years earlier,
had not ended on a sanguine note, the settlement collapsing as
soon as the English King’s back was turned. This time Richard’s
foray would bring lasting glory to England.
‘I should be going with them.’ Dickon’s mood was not joyful.
‘Next time I expect you will.’
‘I am of an age to be there.’
He was of an age, at almost fifteen years, even if he had
not yet attained the height and breadth of shoulder that made
his brother so impressive a figure on the tilting ground or in a
Court procession. One day he would be so; one day he might
even achieve some coordination of thought and action. But
even though that day was still far off, Dickon should have
been a squire, riding in his lord’s entourage. Comparisons on
all sides did nothing but intensify his dissatisfaction with life.
Brother Edward had been knighted by King Richard at the
ridiculously young age of four years. Yet here was Dickon,
without patronage, without recognition, a mere observer in the
courtly crowd. What could I say to make him feel better about
his lot in life? There were things no one talked of in our family.
‘Enjoy this grand moment of celebration,’ was all I could
offer. ‘You’ll get the chance to go to war soon enough.’
I understood the grinding need in him to make a mark on
the world, to make a name for himself, even as it baffled me
that men were so keen to go into battle and risk their lives.
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‘Talk to the King, Con. Ask him to take me as one of his
household. Or even Edward.’
I shook my head. It was too late. No one had in mind a
younger son with shadows surrounding his birth. Instead I
pinioned Dickon to my side. There was much to be enjoyed
in the image of royal power set out before us, the walls of
Westminster Palace providing a stately if austere backdrop.
This would be the campaign to coat King Richard’s glory in
even more layers of gold. The horses, commandeered from the
monastic houses of England, glowed with well-burnished flesh.
A dozen great lords paraded their own wealth and consequence.
And then came a large household of knights, of bishops and
chaplains, even foreign visitors who accompanied the King
with dreams of victory.
King Richard stood at the centre of this Court of his creating. Clad in eye-catching red, his most favoured colour, his
bright hair curling beneath his brimmed hat, he drew every
eye. The knowledge that he had made his will was thought to
be no detriment to the success of this venture, nor that his holy
relics and regalia were packed up to accompany him. Now he
raised his hand in farewell, so that we might admire the ring
that blazed red fire from a ruby that he had once granted to
the Abbot and monks of Westminster, on condition that he
could resume it when he left the country. Worth the vast sum
of one thousand marks, the gem once more graced his hand as
he mounted and took his place in the procession.
The forthcoming victory, as predicted by the golden dice,
would shower us, the royal cousins, with even greater power.
King Richard smiled on us, his hands open with generosity.
And how important we were to the whole enterprise. My
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brother Edward, Duke of Aumale, fair and well-favoured,
riding at the King’s side, noted by all as the King’s most beloved
companion. Then came Thomas Despenser, my husband, Earl
of Gloucester, in comparison dark and sallow-skinned, one of
the inner circle of Richard’s friends and companions. Two of
the Holland connection, John and Thomas Holland, the Dukes
of Exeter and Surrey, joined to us through my father’s recent
marriage to Joan Holland, rode in close company, forming a
buttress around our King.
We had not always been so ostentatiously dominant. Until
Richard’s reign we had wallowed in obscurity, thanks to my
grandfather King Edward the Third. My father might be his
fourth surviving son, thus rich in Plantagenet blood, but he
had been much neglected in the handing out of titles and land
and royal office. It was not until Richard became King that
my father was created Duke of York. Until then he had been
simply Earl of Cambridge, poorly endowed, without the estates
and wealth appropriate to an earldom. He might have hoped
for an endowment from marriage to an English heiress, but
instead my grandfather saddled him with Isabella, who, foreign
and disinherited, brought no dowry.
Nor was my father blameless, doing little to remedy his lack.
With no noticeable ability in military ventures to bring home
a fortune in ransoms, with no interest in the manoeuvrings
of the Royal Court, my father did not shine on the political
stage. He had no ambition, but we, his children, who would
inherit these meagre offerings, were driven from the earliest
age by naked desire to match our influence to our royal blood.
How superbly successful we had been. We were now power
personified, for with the titles had come land and castles, vast
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estates and the wealth of gold coin from royal patronage, all
these recent ennoblements bestowed by King Richard himself. To whom did the King turn when he needed advice? To
Edward and Thomas. With whom did King Richard converse
at royal masques when the child-Queen Isabelle grew weary?
With me, the newly created Countess of Gloucester. We were
the bedrock on which Richard’s power rested, the foundation
and fortifications of England. We were pre-eminent, holding
dominion within our new lands, and we would serve Richard
well. It might not be for me to own political influence, a woman
in a world where decisions were in the hands of men, but the
promotion of my family was strong in my heart.
‘The King makes a brave show. Pray God the Irish are
impressed.’
A laconic comment from the man at my side; stooped with
years, his face seamed with unpleasant experience, my father
and the King’s uncle, Edmund Duke of York. He was to be left
behind in England to uphold firm government in Richard’s
name as Keeper of the Realm. Another golden stitch in the
tapestry of our value to the King.
I nodded, watching the pattern of the final leave-taking
as Richard consigned his wife into the care of her ladies-inwaiting; Edward bid farewell to his wife Philippa with a gesture
of the rich folds of his chaperon, intent primarily on catching
the interest of the crowd with his smile and his handsome
flamboyance. As for Thomas, he managed a brusque inclination
of his head which might have been in my direction. Dickon
had taken himself off to who knew where. My father, without
a word, abandoned his young wife Joan at my side when summoned by the King to receive some final instruction. Joan,
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now alone, made no attempt to converse with me. Likewise,
I had nothing to say to her.
All told, the day had been an exhibition of absence of familial
affection. Fortunately, we were bound fast together by raw
ambition.
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